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Customer satisfaction is one of the most important factors in home building
industry for a successful business. Furthermore, customer service is the most
important component affecting home buyer satisfaction. Visiting a design center
usually takes 5–7 hours for each customer to select all the interior options for the
whole house. Time would be saved and frustration avoided if the options could
be reviewed beforehand.
The goal of this project is to implement a customer portal for home buyers to
select options for their homes. Before the web portal can be implemented, a lit-
erature review is required about the technologies needed for the implementation.
Several technologies are researched about web application framework, application
programming interface, user interface design and security.
This thesis presents a design and implementation for a web portal using modern
technologies. React is selected from the frameworks for the implementation be-
cause of its performance and suitability for small projects. In addition, Web API
is used as the application programming interface due to its evolvability, flexibility,
performance and ease of use.
User interface design tips and guidelines are given about website design, navi-
gation and page design. The page navigation guidelines proved to be the most
useful of the tips for this project. The security part of this project reviews com-
mon security risks, access control, token-based authentication and single sign-on.
The technologies selected for the implementation proved to be appropriate for
this project. Thus, they can be recommended for anyone implementing a web
application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Home building is a customer-oriented business – home builders market and
sell homes directly to the customers. Customer satisfaction is one of the
most important factors in home building industry for a successful business
[43]. Moreover, customer service is the most important component affecting
home buyer satisfaction. However, there is room for improvement in customer
service of home builders.
A lot of marketing of new homes is already done in the web. 96 % of
home buyers aged 18–44 used the Internet to search for a home in 2011 [11].
In addition, customers are more inclined to research a product online instead
of visiting a sales office and spend more time viewing the information about
each product online. Therefore, home builders should adopt more online
services to improve customer satisfaction.
In the United States home building market, the process of selling a home
to a customer starts when the customer walks in to a sales office and chooses
a model for a home and a lot in a community on which to build the home. At
this point, the customer can select exterior options for the home. In addition,
a contract for the new home is written but it does not need to be signed yet.
The customer can still return to change the exterior options. Before moving
forward, the contract needs to be signed. Afterwards, the customer goes
to a design center to select interior options, e.g., kitchen cabinets, flooring
materials, bathroom shower fixtures and wall tiles.
There are plenty of different options to choose, for example, kitchen cabi-
nets might have five different wood types, each wood could have ten different
carving styles and 20 different finish options. So, selecting all the interior
options for the whole house can be time consuming and visiting a design
center usually takes 5–7 hours for each customer [35]. During that time,
the customers can get frustrated selecting all those options and that might
leave a bad image about the company. In addition, a study [45] found that
1
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this decision fatigue can lead to reduced self-regulation and active initiative.
This means reduced physical stamina, less pain tolerance, reduced persis-
tence in the face of failure, difficulty with arithmetic calculations and greater
passivity.
To battle this problem, the home builders would like to have another step
between sales office and design center to market the design center options.
If the customers could browse the design center options beforehand in the
web, they could have a better vision of what they want to buy. This would
save time in the design center for the customer and the home builder. In
addition, the customers would be happier which is good for the business.
The focus of this project is to develop a web portal for customers to
view and choose interior design options for a home before going to the de-
sign center. Those options would be saved as favorites to the database and
they would be shown in the option configurator application when the cus-
tomer goes to design center to look at the materials and write a contract for
those options. The Portal needs to be implemented in a way that makes it
extendable to replace the current option configurator application.
To develop this web portal, we will first need to review available tech-
nologies. These technologies are related to the client side and server side
and transferring data between them. Web API is a useful technology for
providing data from the server to the web user interface. It is also important
to study the user interface design in application development to develop a
modern and user-friendly user interface. There are certain security aspects
required in developing a web portal from the stand point of a home buyer or
a home builder. For example, home builders require security that restricts
access to their business sensitive data, and home buyers want to keep their
personal data secure.
In chapter 2, we will start by reviewing some of the technologies needed
in web application development. Chapter 3 introduces technologies related
to web application programming interfaces. In chapter 4, we talk about user
interface design. Chapter 5 explains some of the security aspects. After this
literature review, we will describe the current system and the new require-
ments in chapter 6. Chapter 7 will show the design and the implementation
of the web portal. In chapter 8, we will evaluate how well the implementation
satisfies the requirements. Finally, in chapter 9 we will discuss about what
was done in this project.
Chapter 2
Web Application Development
In this chapter, we review some of the technologies required in web applica-
tion development. First, we shortly review HTML and JavaScript languages
used in all modern websites. Second, we talk about web application frame-
work called ASP.NET. After that, we present the Model-View-Controller
design pattern. Finally, we dig into two client-side frameworks used in web
application development, Angular and React.
2.1 HTML
HTML is a markup language which is used to define the structure of the web
page [24]. HTML consists of different tags that correspond different elements
of the page, such as headings, paragraphs, tables and forms. These elements
can contain other elements, text and attributes which are name–value pairs
that give information to an element.
HTML does not contain any programming logic that would change the
content. Other methods are required to make the web pages dynamic. Styles
or the visual layout of web pages can be done in HTML but it is recommended
to do it separately in Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). This keeps the definition
of the structure of the page separate from the visual layout.
2.2 JavaScript
JavaScript is an interpreted programming language used in most modern
websites [20]. A JavaScript interpreter is included in all modern web browsers
making it a client-side programming language. This makes the UI more
responsive and frees up the load on the server as some logic can be done at
the client side instead of the server.
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Document Object Model (DOM) is used to represent the HTML ele-
ments as objects in JavaScript [25]. DOM is a tree structure of the element
nodes. It allows changing the contents, structure and style of the web page
in JavaScript. JavaScript can attach events to certain interactions with the
web page making it dynamic. This way, a user can interact with the website.
JavaScript is a powerful tool in web application development but it can
be complex to develop everything with just JavaScript. There are many use-
ful JavaScript libraries to ease the development of web applications, such as
JQuery [3], Angular [1] and React [4]. JQuery is commonly used to sim-
plify JavaScript development with helper functions, for example, animation
functions and function to post data to server. In addition, it greatly helps
selecting and changing DOM elements in the web page. Angular and React
are described in sections 2.5 and 2.6.
2.3 ASP.NET
As described in section 2.1, simple HTML pages serve static content. Web
applications are complex and require dynamic web pages. ASP.NET frame-
work [37] offers this with Web Forms programming model that has Aspx
pages which can contain HTML and programming code, such as Visual Ba-
sic or C#. When the server gets a request to an Aspx file from a client,
ASP.NET runtime processes the file to HTML and JavaScript and sends it
to the client in a form that the browser can interpret. The server side code
makes the page dynamic by changing the output depending on the input,
for example, it can show and hide different elements on the page or access a
data source and print that to the page. ASP.NET framework also contains
server controls, such as buttons, text fields and grids. They can be accessed
in the server side code and are output as HTML elements.
2.4 Model-View-Controller Design Pattern
The Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern [41] divides an application
into three separate parts. These parts are called model, view and controller.
Model part handles data management, view handles presentation and con-
troller handles business logic. User interacts with the view which is the
graphical user interface (GUI). Controller processes the user input and sends
it to the model component. The view also manages changes in the model
component for the user to see.
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2.5 Angular
AngularJS [23, 41] is a JavaScript framework which uses the MVC design
pattern. As it is a JavaScript framework, it is run client-side in a web browser
and does not need to be compiled. It uses a templating system where custom
HTML tags and attributes are written inside a HTML document. These
custom tags and attributes are directives for the Angular library and are
interpreted to regular HTML.
AngularJS uses a mechanism called two-way data binding to automati-
cally save the data to the model when the user updates something in the view.
This mechanism also updates the view when data changes in the model. To
decide when to update the view and model, Angular uses a method called
dirty checking. It is an algorithm which finds discrepancies in variable values
between the view and the model. The framework synchronizes the data often
and that might lead to performance issues if there is too much data in the
view. To avoid this, AngularJS uses a scope variable to define what data to
update between the view and the model. Two-way data binding is done only
for the variables and function defined in scope. Only the data required in
the view should be in the scope since all excess data increases the time to
perform dirty checking.
2.6 React
React is a JavaScript framework for rendering web pages through the use of
components which define HTML elements [38]. These components can be
React JavaScript objects or JSX objects which allows you to use HTML syn-
tax in JavaScript. However, JSX is not valid JavaScript syntax and browsers
cannot run it. It needs to be transformed to browser supported JavaScript
by a tool, such as Babel [2]. JavaScript can also be used inside the JSX
markup to make use of variables, conditions and loops.
Custom components can be created with business logic in them to alter
the HTML they render depending on their properties and state. Properties
are given when creating the component and the state can be updated. Up-
dating the state will render the changes automatically to the UI. React keeps
track of what has changed in the data so the page is not updated needlessly.
Only the elements, that are updated in the components, are updated to the
page.
These custom components can be used in JSX as any other HTML ele-
ment. Instead of using just one large component for the whole application,
they should rather be split into smaller components which can be reused
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throughout the application.
Figure 2.1: React architecture overview from [27].
Figure 2.1 shows an overview of React operations. First, the components
are created in JSX files that are transformed into JavaScript files. After that,
a user opens a web page in browser which runs the JavaScript files. Then, the
JavaScript code updates the React virtual DOM, and React library handles
the required updates to the browser DOM. Finally, the browser renders the
DOM for the user to see.
Chapter 3
Application Programming Inter-
face
This chapter describes a few application programming interface (API) tech-
nologies used in the web. First, we present a technology called Simple Ob-
ject Access Protocol (SOAP). After that, we describe a technology called
web services. Then, we talk about Representational State Transfer (REST)
methodology. Finally, we describe Web API calls.
3.1 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a protocol used to define what
type of information is transferred between applications [36]. If defines what
parameters are used, what are their types and how are they defined in the
data that is transferred. It also tells us what is expected to be returned and
in what format that is. This information is passed in SOAP messages that
are XML. The applications can be written in any programming language
that can read and write XML documents.
The idea is that applications can exchange data via messages structured
in a way defined by SOAP. The message consists of a header and a body.
Header can contain identification and authentication information. Body con-
tains the actual message and it can be any kind of XML. In addition to basic
data types, such as strings and integers, also structs and arrays can be defined
in the body.
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3.2 Web Services
Web Services are application functionality that can be accessed over the
network [36]. They provide an interface and an abstraction layer between
application code and application client. The only requirement is that a web
service must be able to send and receive messages over an Internet protocol.
Websites can also be considered as web services since they send HTML data
over HTTP from a server to a client web browser.
A Web Service architecture can be described by a stack of layers called
discovery, description, packaging, transport and network. The discovery layer
is used to get the descriptions of the web services. Description layer contains
information about what packaging, transport and network protocols are used
in the web service. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is a standard
way to provide the descriptions. Packaging layer defines a format for the
transferred data. SOAP is a commonly used format for this. Transport and
network layers are used to transfer the data.
WSDL is used to describe what a web service does and how a client
can use it. The description can be generated automatically. This enables
the implementation of self-describing web services which makes it easier to
maintain and use the service. Although, there is no support of different
versions in WSDL. So, significant changes in the web service can cause issues
if they are not notified otherwise and the client side implementation is not
changed.
3.3 Representational State Transfer (REST)
Representational State Transfer (REST) [18, 19] is a web architecture style
that aims to minimize the network connection time and, at the same time,
keep the system as scalable as possible. REST does this by a set of constraints
it sets for the system. These constraints are client–server architecture, state-
lessness, cache, uniform interface, layered system and code-on-demand.
Client–server architectural style allows the improvement of user interface
portability and server scalability by separating the user interface and server
concerns. Stateless constraint means that each request must contain all the
information required to understand it and it cannot use any stored context on
the server. This improves visibility, reliability and scalability. But, it might
decrease network performance by sending the same data multiple times over
multiple requests.
Cache constraint improves efficiency, scalability and performance by par-
tially or completely removing some interactions. However, the cache can
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decrease reliability since the data sent might not be up to date.
Uniform interface improves the visibility and simplifies the overall archi-
tecture, although it degrades efficiency since data is transferred in standard-
ized form instead of what is optimal for the application. Uniform interface
is achieved with four interface constraints: identification of resources; re-
source manipulation through representations; self-descriptive messages; and
hypermedia is used to describe the application state.
Layered system constraints each component of the application to a single
layer. This reduces system complexity. Layers can be used to separate legacy
services from new services or improve system scalability with load balanc-
ing. Layered system adds overhead and latency data processing and reduces
performance.
Code-on-demand improves system extensibility by allowing downloading
and executing client side code after deployment. However, this reduces visi-
bility and is regarded as an optional constraint in REST.
3.4 Web API
REST is a commonly used style for designing Web API that is an interface
for accessing data using standard HTTP methods and headers [8]. Web API
services are easier to use from web browsers and other HTTP clients than
SOAP web services. With SOAP web services the client would need to access
the WSDL file and interpret it to construct the SOAP request to send.
There are several guidelines for designing Web APIs. They should be
browser friendly and accessible from other HTTP clients as well. Web APIs
should use different HTTP methods for requests, at minimum, GET method
is used for retrieving data and POST method is used for updating data.
Other commonly used methods are PUT, DELETE, HEAD and PATCH.
Web APIs should use message formats that are readable by client side code
or browser, for example, XHTML and JSON. In addition, browser-friendly
authentication should be supported.
The Richardson Maturity Model (RMM) is a classification system for
Web APIs measuring how well they use web technologies. It is divided in four
different levels: Remote Procedure Call (RPC) oriented, Resource oriented,
HTTP verbs and Hypermedia. Benefits and trade-offs for each level can be
used as guidelines for Web API design.
The RPC oriented level uses HTTP just as a transport protocol and
sends all the information in the body of the requests and responses using
only a single HTTP method to a single endpoint. SOAP web services are an
example of this RMM Level 0.
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RMM Level 1, that is the Resources level, accesses multiple resources
using a single HTTP method. The operation is represented in the URI. This
style offers more evolvability since more functionality can be added to new
resources without changing the old resources.
In addition to having multiple resources, RMM Level 2 includes multiple
HTTP methods for a single resource endpoint, that is, the operation is con-
veyed in the HTTP verb. A client could send a GET request to a resource to
retrieve data and send a POST request to the same resource to update the
data. This allows support for additional HTTP capabilities, such as caching
and content negotiation.
RMM Level 3 adds use of hypermedia to the Web API. This means adding
links or forms to the response that the server returns. A link in a Web API
response is a URI to a related resource and the relationship between the
current resource and the related resource. The client only needs to know a
root URL to access the API and navigate the rest by using links from the
responses. The resource URLs could change or be added on the server and
existing implementation of clients would still work. The trade-off is that
implementing a hypermedia system is more difficult than the other levels.
Examples of Finnish APIs are reviewed in a study [21]. City of Helsinki
offers a variety of public Web APIs [13] to convey data stored in the infor-
mation systems of the city, for example, there are Web APIs about statistics,
meeting decisions and location of snowplows. A company called PlanMill
offers a Web API for their clients to access their project management, ERP
and CRM products [33]. All of these examples of Web APIs are developed
using the REST methodology.
Chapter 4
User Interface Design
This chapter reviews some methods for designing user interfaces specifically
for websites. First, we review general website design methods. Second, we
talk about designing navigation for websites. Last, we describe visual page
design methods.
4.1 Website Design
There are four rules in website design: keep it simple, keep it consistent,
keep it current and keep navigation to three clicks [10]. Keeping it simple
means that the layout should be as easy as possible. In addition, in western
countries the eyes of the reader follow from left to right and from top to
bottom. Interface should be consistent on all pages of the site or the user
may feel confused that they are on a different site on different pages. You
should keep the information on the site up to date. If the user can see an
old date or feels that the information is not current, they have no reason to
return to the site for new information and may feel that the company is not
serving its customers properly. Users should be able to find what they are
looking for in three clicks.
Cooper et al. [15] begin designing the user interface of a digital product
by pondering what posture is appropriate. Posture of a product is how it
presents itself to users. Web applications can have sovereign or transient
posture. Sovereign web applications should be full screen applications with
a lot of controls and data objects. Related functions and objects should be
grouped together in panes or other regions. Instead of navigating from one
page to another, the view should be a single page with minimal re-rendering
of information. Transient web applications aim to provide better access to
occasionally used information and functionality. As the user interface is
11
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used rarely or only once, it is important to provide clear orientation and
navigation.
4.2 Navigation
Cooper et al. [15] also offer tips about designing navigation for websites.
There can be multiple levels of site navigation and content navigation. Pri-
mary navigation means how the user can get to the major sections of a
website. These navigation links are usually on the top or left side. Top
navigation is better than side navigation because side navigation makes the
page crowded and makes it harder for the user to see past it to read the
content. On the other hand, there can be more and longer items on the left
side navigation and they are easier to read. Navigation controls can also be
hidden and shown dynamically to save space on the page.
If top side navigation is used on the primary level, second and third level
navigation can be done with left side menu or another row of horizontal
menu. Another approach is to use fat navigation. This means that clicking
the primary navigation reveals another large modal menu with navigation
choices. It can be larger than a regular menu because it is shown only
temporarily. With multiple levels of navigation, it is important to provide
feedback on where the user is in the navigation structure. This can be done
with a visual change in the navigation element or breadcrumbs which are
links to each level of the navigation path.
Content navigation means navigating through series of contents, such as
photos and articles. Usually these are shown as different kinds of listings,
for example, article headlines or image galleries. Modern way to present
these is the feed format used in blogs and social media. The content lists
are commonly organized in multiple different ways, such as by date or by
topic. It is also common to show multiple navigation schemes to browse the
content.
4.3 Page Design
According to Lynch and Horton [28], the primary purposes of graphic design
are to create a visual hierarchy, define functional regions of the page and
group related page elements. Visual hierarchy is created with contrast to
see with a glance what is important on the page. Related page elements are
grouped together for the user to see structure in the content.
There are some visual design principles to help web page design [28].
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Figure 4.1: An image showing proximity, similarity and continuity design
principles from [28]. First part of the image shows how proximity of elements
makes the image appear as three separate columns. Middle part of the image
represents related rows because of similar colors. Last part of the image shows
how it seems more like two lines crossing instead of four lines meeting due
to continuity.
These are proximity, similarity, continuity, closure, figure-ground relation-
ships and uniform connectedness. Proximity means that elements that are
closer together seem related to each other more than elements that are fur-
ther apart. Visually similar elements are considered as a group. People
tend to see continuous contours and paths rather than separate. Examples
of proximity, similarity and continuity are depicted in figure 4.1. Closure
means that people are biased to see completed figures even when the con-
tours of the figure are broken. In figure-ground relationship, the user can
see the image in a different way depending on the relative size of the figures.
Relatively small elements will be seen as the figure and the larger field as the
ground around the figure. Figure 4.2 shows examples of closure and figure-
ground relationship. Uniform connectedness means the relations of elements
enclosed within other elements.
Another important aspect in page design is to get user’s attention effec-
tively without annoying the user. A study [42] found that while noticeability
usually implies annoyance, there are a couple of attention grabbers that are
more likable than others while still being able to get the user’s attention. A
single pulse of a shadow around a message box is as noticeable as a pop-up
but much more likable. Pop-ups provide good noticeability but they should
be integrated with the page to minimize the annoyance. The most likable
attention grabber was an icon with badge but it was not very noticeable. An
example of the icon with a badge attention grabber would be a letter icon
with number appearing on the corner of it.
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Figure 4.2: An image showing closure and figure-ground relationship from
[28]. First image shows how we are biased to see a white square instead of
four broken circles. Second and third image are showing an example of the
figure-ground relationship. The second image seems more like two faces and
the third image seems more like a vase as the relative sizes change.
Chapter 5
Security
A web portal requires means to identify the user and to check that the user
can access this information. It is also important to keep the portal and in-
formation secure from harmful attacks. First, we list some common security
risks. Then, we explain what access control means. After that, we describe
the token-based authentication. Last, we talk about the single sign-on tech-
nology.
5.1 Common Security Risks
The Open Web Application Security Project lists the ten most critical web
application security risks [44]. These are injection, broken authentication,
sensitive data exposure, XML external entity, broken access control, security
misconfiguration, cross-site scripting, insecure deserialization, using compo-
nents with known vulnerabilities and insufficient logging and monitoring. We
will focus on these in the next subsections.
5.1.1 Injection
Injection attack means injecting harmful code to be run as a part of a proce-
dure the system runs [44]. Injection flaws can be found on different queries,
such as SQL, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol or Object-relational
mapping. SQL injection is the most well-known and the only one that affects
this project.
In SQL injection attack the user input can be appended or included in
the SQL query that the system runs [14]. SQL injection can be a risk if the
user input is not sanitized and it is used directly in SQL query. It can be
used to return restricted information from the database. It can be also used
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to bypass login to an account.
SQL injection can be prevented by using parameterized queries or escap-
ing the special characters in the user input [14]. If the query is parameterized,
the SQL command engine that runs the query uses a single field from user
input only as a certain type parameter and it cannot be interpreted as a part
of a SQL query. If parameterized queries cannot be used, special SQL char-
acters need to be escaped so that they cannot cause a SQL injection attack.
It is safer to use a library designed to escape the special characters in the
SQL framework that is used. Otherwise, it is difficult modify the user input
to be safe for the SQL command engine.
5.1.2 Broken Authentication
Broken authentication means that an attacker may gain access to the system
by using an account of another user [44]. This can happen if the system
allows automated attacks, such as brute-force attack or using a list of valid
user names and passwords breached from another system. Using multi-factor
authentication can prevent such automated attacks. Furthermore, the system
should also check for weak passwords. In addition, a modern hashing function
should be used to store the passwords instead of storing them in plain text,
encrypted or weakly hashed. Moreover, forgot password process should not
use knowledge based answers since those can not be guaranteed to be safe.
Authentication system with too strong security may hinder usability [22].
Passwords should not be weak but remembering long and complex passwords
is difficult for a user. The user must remember several passwords for various
systems. However, the user might be tempted to use the same password for
multiple sites or a weak password that is easier to remember but also easier
to crack. One suggested solution is using single sign-on. This is discussed in
section 5.4.
5.1.3 Sensitive Data Exposure
Data needs to be secured in transit and when stored to avoid exposure of
sensitive data, for example, personal information, credit card numbers and
passwords [44]. The data must be classified to find out if it falls under a pri-
vacy law, such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation. The sensitive
data that is stored needs to be encrypted, and all transmitted data needs be
secured by using HTTPS. Furthermore, the data should also be discarded
from storage once it is not needed anymore. In addition, cache should be
disabled for responses that contain sensitive data. Proper authorization can
also prevent sensitive data exposure [39].
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Target stores suffered this attack in 2013 [39]. Information of 40 million
credit cards were stolen and personal information of 110 million people might
have been compromised. This personal information includes email addresses
and phone numbers. The credit card data was not encrypted in the memory
of the point-of-sale devices and was stolen from there.
5.1.4 XML External Entities
In XML External Entities (XXE) attack an entity tag is inserted in a XML
file that is sent in a request to an application which accepts XML documents
[44]. The entity tag can output a file from the server to a variable that can be
used in the XML. This way the attacker can retrieve sensitive information if
that variable is also shown in the response. The XXE attack can also be used
as a denial-of-service attack if the file loaded by the entity tag is large. To
prevent this attack, processing XML External Entities and Document Type
Definitions should be disabled in the XML parsers used by the system. In
addition, the format of the incoming XML should be validated, for example,
by XML Schema Definition (XSD). Furthermore, if the system uses SOAP as
discussed in section 3.1, it should be upgraded to the latest version or at least
version 1.2. Also, the XML processors and libraries should be upgraded.
5.1.5 Broken Access Control
Broken access control means that users are able to access data that is not
intended for them [44]. Vulnerability can lead to disclosure of unauthorized
information or modification or removing of data. This can happen if the
access control checks can be bypassed by modifying the URL, application
state, the HTML page, access control token, cookie or hidden field. To fix
this, access control should be enforced by server side code so that client
side modifications do not affect it. Furthermore, access should be denied by
default except for public resources, such as login page. In addition, access
control should be enforced for Web API methods PUT, POST and DELETE.
Moreover, the rate of accessing the API should be limited to minimize the
risk of an automated API attack tool. Also, access control failures should be
logged and repeated failures reported.
5.1.6 Security Misconfiguration
Security Misconfiguration means that the web application is at risk because
some part or library of the application has been configured so that it is
vulnerable to an attack [44]. To avoid this risk, all unnecessary features
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should be disabled or removed, e.g., ports, services and accounts. In ad-
dition, default accounts and passwords should be changed. Furthermore,
error messages should not reveal information about how the system works.
Moreover, configuration of a library should be updated when the library is
so that old vulnerable settings are not used. Also, the security settings of
server applications, frameworks and databases should be reviewed that they
are secure.
Security misconfiguration can lead to big breaches, for example, four mil-
lion personnel records were stolen from a federal agency called the Office of
Personnel Management in 2015 [39]. A report half a year earlier stated that
they did not review the security of their systems regularly.
5.1.7 Cross-Site Scripting
In cross-site scripting (XSS) attack unsafe JavaScript is executed in the user’s
browser [44]. The JavaScript code can come from the user’s input. If the
application runs unsanitized user input, the attack is called reflected XSS. If
the unsanitized input is stored and run later by a different user, the attack is
called stored XSS. Common XSS attacks include session hijacking, account
takeover, key logging and malicious software downloads through the victim’s
browser. XSS attack can be prevented by using safe frameworks that escape
user input automatically, e.g., Ruby 3.0 or React JS. In addition, request
data should be escaped based on the context in the HTML output.
5.1.8 Insecure Deserialization
Applications that need to store their state on the client or the filesystem
might be vulnerable to insecure serialization [44]. The attack is possible
when the state is stored in binary format, such as Java Serialization, or text
formats, e.g., Json.Net. A few conditions must pass for the application to
be vulnerable. First, the system can serialize arbitrary data types, Second,
there are classes that can alter the application behavior when deserialized.
Third, the system deserializes objects sent by an attacker.
The only fully safe way to prevent insecure serialization is to only allow
serialization of primitive data types [44]. Otherwise, the serialized objects
should be encrypted or security checked. In addition, the serialization code
should be isolated and run in a low privilege mode. Furthermore, deserial-
ization errors and frequent attempts should be logged.
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5.1.9 Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities
Using components with known vulnerabilities is an issue because the vul-
nerabilities are known among attackers and there are ready-made attacks
for them [44]. You should know the versions of all the components in the
system. Furthermore, you should research for vulnerabilities in the software.
If a vulnerable component is used, it should be updated to a fixed version
as soon as possible. The research and update process should be continuous.
If the patching is a monthly process, the components can be vulnerable for
days unnecessarily.
5.1.10 Insufficient Logging and Monitoring
Insufficient logging and monitoring is a risk because attacks are not detected
fast enough so that the attackers have time to achieve their goals [44]. All
logins, access control failures, input validation errors and high value trans-
actions should be logged. Furthermore, the logs should be monitored for
suspicious activities. In addition, larger organizations can benefit from real
time alerts and automatic responses to attacks, such as blocking attack re-
quests.
5.2 Access Control
Access Control means the way of restricting access to information to only
those who are allowed to access it [26]. It is divided into two parts: au-
thentication and authorization. Authentication is a way to identify the user.
Authorization checks that the user is allowed to access the information.
Authentication can be based on three different methods: what you know,
what you are or what you have. Combination of username and password
is an example of what you know. Biometrics are an example of what you
are, for example, finger prints or face recognition. These are recognized by
a probabilistic algorithm which can lead to errors. An example of what you
have is a security token which we will discuss in the next section 5.3.
There are a few security policy models for authorization, for example,
Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC),
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) and Originator-Controlled Access Con-
trol (ORCON) [26]. In MAC, the system determines which users can access
what. In DAC, the user decides who can access the information the user
controls. In RBAC, access is given based on the role the user has, for ex-
ample, a user with a system administrator role can access all files but a user
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with a customer role can only access his own files. In ORCON, the creator
of the document determines who can access the document and under what
conditions. It is very difficult to enforce in a distributed system, for exam-
ple, Digital Right Management would not be an issue if the enforcement was
reliable.
A study [12] notes some common security issues with private web APIs.
The application should limit the frequency of invalid authentication attempts
from the same IP address or for the same username to avoid brute force
attacks. Web APIs should only use HTTPS to access the service to secure
the transmitted data, such as passwords or security tokens.
5.3 Token-Based Authentication
Token-based authentication means authenticating to a web service by sending
a security token along the request to the server [8]. The security token
can contain the security information to identify the user or it can just be a
reference to that information. If the token is a reference, they can be shorter
and easier to revoke. Shorter token is beneficial when it is embedded in
the URI. Revoking a reference token just means deleting it from the token
storage. However, obtaining the security information stored in the token is
more difficult if the issuer of reference token is not the same as the consumer.
The reference token can be a random bit string that is long enough to be
unique. The stored security information should be identified by the hash
value of the reference token. Computing the store key from the token is easy
but computing a token from a store key is hard. This provides extra security
against an attacker who gets access to the store keys.
If the token contains the security information, the token consumer does
not need to access an external storage. The downside is that they require
cryptographic methods to encrypt the information and that might make them
longer. The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is a commonly
used method for self-contained tokens for web services. SAML represents
the security information in XML and it is protected with XML-Signature
and XML-Encryption.
5.4 Single Sign-On
Single Sign-On (SSO) service allows the user to authenticate to multiple
different services with one identity verification [40]. This way the user only
needs to remember one username and password to access multiple services.
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SAML has been used for SSO technologies, for example in Shibboleth [5],
which is used by all universities in Finland. Facebook uses SSO that is based
on OAuth technology. Google provides SSO service that is based on OpenID
Connect.
OAuth was originally developed to provide access rights to resources for
third-party applications [40]. For example, if a user has an account in a photo
sharing service and wants to share some photos to a printing service through
their website, OAuth can be used to give access to certain photos without
giving full access to the user’s account. OAuth has also been used for user
authentication to third-party services. Facebook uses an identification token
in addition to OAuth 2.0 protocol to provide authentication [9].
OpenID Connect was standardized in 2014 [16]. It is based on OAuth 2.0
protocol instead of the OpenID protocol. It was created to provide authenti-
cation to the OAuth 2.0 protocol with additional features, such as dynamic
client registration and discovery extension. The OpenID Connect protocol
is used authenticate users to a relying party (RP) using their existing ac-
count at an identity provider (IdP) or more specifically OpenID provider, for
example, users can log into TripAdvisor by using their Google account.
Figure 5.1: OpenID Connect protocol flow from [16].
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the protocol flow of OpenID Connect.
First, the user start logging in at a relying party, for example, TripAdvisor.
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Then, the relying part uses the discovery extension to fetch operational in-
formation and dynamic client registration extension to register to the IdP,
for example, Google account. After that, the user authenticates to the IdP,
for example, by entering password for the user’s account. Next, the IdP
sends the identification token to the RP to verify the identity of the user.
Finally, the RP sets a session cookie to the user’s browser to complete the
login process.
Chapter 6
Current System and New Require-
ments
This chapter describes the state of the current system and what are the
requirements for the new implementation. In the architecture section first,
we describe the existing web services. Second, we talk about the current Web
API implementation. Third, we describe the existing configurators and how
they are used to select options. The last part of the architecture section lists
the data model relevant to this project. In the following section, we first give
an overview of the project. Then, we describe different kinds of requirements
for this project.
6.1 Current Architecture
Our company has been developing software solutions for home builders in
the USA since 2003. The development of the main solution Builder Portal
has been ongoing since the beginning of the company and has had several
architectural rewrites to keep it up to date. Oldest parts of the system
still date to the version that was developed using the first beta versions of
Microsoft .NET Framework. The main modules of the system are the main
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) portal, a web application and its web
services, marketing tool web application Web Pro for configuring a house
on a website, sales configurator windows application for the back-office users
and mobile applications.
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6.1.1 Web Services
The ERP software uses Web Services as implemented with the framework
of ASP.NET. The web services are currently used by other applications to
communicate with the ERP system. Some of the applications are helper
applications for the ERP system developed by the same company, for exam-
ple, mobile applications, file manager and sales configurator. Some are used
by sister companies with applications closely integrated to the ERP system,
e.g., a CAD application that uses options from the ERP system. None of the
web services are publicly open to home builders. The ERP system also uses
web services of third party applications to communicate with them, for ex-
ample, a document signing service that sends documents in the ERP portal
to vendors to get electronic signatures.
6.1.2 Web API
The Web API is also implemented with the ASP.NET framework. It is only
used by the home builders on their websites. For example, there are calls
for inserting new sales leads to the system and getting the communities and
models used in the system. The CAD software, that has used web services
to connect, has more recently started using the Web API to get the option
data. The Web API returns response of objects in JSON format. If data
needs to be sent to the calls, the request body is also in JSON format.
6.1.3 Existing Configurators
There are currently two configurators used by the system, the web configura-
tor and the sales configurator. The web configurator is a portal used by new
customers on the home builders website. There the customers can select a
model, view some of the sales office options, print a brochure and leave their
contact information. There are two versions of the web configurator. The
older one uses web service calls to interact with the ERP system, and the
newer one uses the Web API calls.
The sales configurator is a smart client application that is downloaded
from the ERP system to a client machine and run on it. It is used by sales
people in their office to select sales office and design center options with
the customer. It is also used to generate and print contract based on those
selected options. The sales configurator communicates with the ERP system
using web services. It was designed at a time when internet connections were
not fast or reliable enough. Instead of waiting after each interaction, it was
better to wait a longer period at the beginning. So, the sales configurator
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downloads whole data set of options in the start and allows the user click
through them without any interaction to the server. After the user is done
selecting the options, the selected data is sent back to the server.
6.1.4 Data Model
The ERP system has data set up in a hierarchical structure of Business
Units, for example, areas, divisions and cities. Leaves of the Business Unit
tree are called Communities, which are areas of a neighborhood where a
home builder owns the land and builds homes. Each community has a set
of Models available. Model is a plan for a home that has a list of options to
choose from.
These options are called Option Selections. Some examples of Option
Selections would be kitchen cabinets, foyer flooring materials, fireplace, sun-
room or ceiling fans. They are divided into two different sets, sales office
and design center options. Option Selection are further grouped into dif-
ferent Locations and Categories. Examples of Location might be kitchen,
master bedroom, garage and dining room. Examples of Categories could be
cabinets, plumbing, flooring, fireplaces and appliances.
Option Selections are also divided into four different types, binary, quan-
tity, attribute and radio. Binary options have true or false values for an
option, for example, whether a sunroom is selected or not. Quantity options
define an amount of option to select, e.g., number of ceiling fans. Attribute
and Radio options have a predefined list of values to choose from. These val-
ues are called Option Values that can have a further defining style and color.
For example, a fireplace could be a gas or a wood fireplace and a customer
could choose different style and color for a mantel in the fireplace. Option
Menus define which Option Values are shown for an Option Selection.
Examples of Cabinet Category Option Selections in the sales configura-
tor are showed in image 6.1. Main Kitchen Base Cabinet Selection, Main
Kitchen Wall Cabinet Height and 36” Cabinet Over Refrigerator are all Op-
tion Selection that are grouped in Location Kitchen. Cabinet Hardware is
a binary Option Selection that is shown as a checkbox. Quantity Option
Selection would be similar but instead of a checkbox there would be a text
field with a number. Main Kitchen Base Cabinet Selection and 36” Cabi-
net Over Refrigerator are examples of attribute Option Selections. For the
first one, Cabinet Level 5 is an example of an Option Value that has sets of
style and color from which to choose. Attribute Option Selections are shown
as drop-down lists. 36” Cabinet Over Refrigerator has a drop-down that is
open. Main Kitchen Wall Cabinet Height is an example of a radio Option
Selection. It is shown as radio buttons where only one of the values can be
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selected.
Figure 6.1: Image showing different types of options in the sales configurator.
Customer object is a record of the contact information for a customer
in the system with a status of prospect, under contract or home owner.
Lead is a potential customer who might have interest in buying a home in a
community. Some home builders do not use Leads but only Customers. One
could define difference of Leads and Customers such that Lead becomes a
Customer once they walk into a sales office.
When a customer signs a contract to buy a home, the system creates
a Sales Order. It contains information about the Model the customer has
selected and the Community in which the home is built. It also has a list
options the customer has selected for the home.
6.2 Requirements
The way that this project fits into the process of a customer buying a home in
the ERP system is depicted in figure 6.2. The first step is customer selecting
a Model in a Community and sales office options. These are saved in a
Sales Office Worksheet object in the system. Sometime after that in step
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two, the customer signs the contract, and the system creates a Sales Order.
The third step happens about a month later when the customer goes to the
design center and selects the design center options. In the design center the
customer can see the actual materials, such as cabinet doors, countertops
and backsplash tiles inside a kitchen. The web portal created for this project
falls in between steps two and three.
The customer should get a link, username and password to login to a
customer web portal. That portal contains information about the home of
the customer. It also has a link to a design center portal that is the portal
which is created for this project. The login page could also redirect the
customer directly to the design center portal if the home builder does not
want to create a customer portal to view home information.
The customer interacts with the design center portal and selects her fa-
vorite options. The favorite choices are saved to the database of the ERP
system. Now when the customer visits the design center studio, a list of the
favorite choices can be printed, and the customer can see her favorite mate-
rials first without going through all the available choices. The design center
representative can also see the favorite choices in the sales configurator.
Figure 6.2: Data flow diagram showing the process of a customer buying a
home. Parts drawn in blue are already working in the current system. New
requirements implemented in this project are drawn in red.
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6.2.1 Functional
There are several functional requirements for the web portal. It needs to
show design center Option Selections available at the current date for the
community and model in the sales order of the customer. It must also show
all the available Option Values for attribute and radio Option Selections.
Options can be viewed by category or location. Options can have a picture
shown when the option is viewed.
The user can select and save a list of favorite options, styles or colors.
These options can be viewed later with sales configurator when visiting the
design center.
The web portal needs to be able to be included as a part of the current
web site of a customer.
The web service calls need to be accessible by the home builders if they
want to make their own version of the web portal.
6.2.2 Usability
Options should be shown in a table layout instead of a flat list so that multiple
different options can be compared more easily.
6.2.3 Performance
The time to open the page initially should take less than ten seconds and
the time to load the page after each user interaction must be less than one
second. The pictures can load individually after that so the page will appear
ready even though the pictures are still loading.
6.2.4 Scalability
The web portal should handle loading of 500 Option Selections and 2000
different Option Value, style and color combinations for a single Option Se-
lection. Performance requirements should be satisfied even with the increased
data.
6.2.5 Security
The web service should be secure so that other companies cannot access the
data of the home builders. It should also be secure enough that the private
data of the customers is safe from attackers.
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6.2.6 Future Needs
There are some future needs to consider when developing the portal. The
smart client application of the sales configurator will be replaced with a
website implementation. It would be good if the same calls, that are used
with this web portal, could be used with the future version of the sales
configurator. That version also needs to show binary and quantity type
Option Selections.
Showing statistics about what customers select as favorites would be im-
portant for home builders. Though, that is not required for this first phase
of implementation.
Chapter 7
Design and Implementation
In this chapter, we describe the design and implementation of the web por-
tal for this project. First, we plan the implementation, compare different
technologies and choose which ones to use. After that, we describe more
thoroughly how we implemented the web portal.
7.1 Implementation Plan
There are three different parts in the web portal project: server, API and
client user interface. The server handles the data and business logic, i.e.,
receiving and updating the data in the database, representation of that data
as objects and different business processes related to that data. That part
mostly does not need to be changed for this project. The only change that
needs to be made is related to how the data is retrieved for the API. As
mentioned in section 6.1.3, the data is right now retrieved in a big chunk.
Requirement section 6.2.3 states that the initial load should take less than
ten seconds. Right now, it could take more than 30 seconds with large home
builders. It would also be more user friendly if the portal remained usable
all the time and the loading of the data would not take long. So, the data
should be cached or loaded in smaller parts instead of one large chunk.
7.1.1 Application Programming Interface (API)
The API handles the communication between the server and the client. In
chapter 3, we described two API technologies: Web Services and Web API.
We concluded that Web API is simpler to use than SOAP based Web Services.
This is important because a functional requirement in section 6.2.1 states
that the API must be accessible for home builders. As home builders do not
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necessarily have a web development team, the API should be as simple to
use as possible.
A study by Belqasmi et al. [7] compares the performance of SOAP based
Web Services and REST style Web API. Web API method has significantly
smaller delays and network loads than the Web Service method. The differ-
ence is caused by the SOAP message overhead. This matters when consid-
ering the performance requirement in section 6.2.3 that requires the delay
after each user interaction to be less than a second.
Pautasso et al. [31] compare the architectural aspects of SOAP based
Web Services and REST style Web APIs in their paper. They suggest that
Web API should be used for ad hoc integration and web services in enter-
prise application integration projects requiring long lifespan and reliability.
However, the flexibility and evolvability of Web API is considered impor-
tant because of the future development requirement in section 6.2.6 stating
that the API calls should support the future implementation of the sales
configurator.
Based on these conclusions, we plan to use Web API in this web portal
project. Furthermore, we should also consider how to use the REST archi-
tectural style and the RMM guidelines. All the REST constraints and RMM
levels seem beneficial for this project except for the optional REST constraint
code-on-demand.
7.1.2 User Interface (UI)
There are two important factors in creating a user interface for a web portal
– client framework and user interface design. The framework was discussed
in chapter 2 and user interface design in chapter 4.
7.1.2.1 Framework
The reviewed frameworks are ASP.NET Web Forms, Angular and React.
Using ASP.NET Web Forms would be the easiest solution since the rest of
the ERP system is already implemented with that. However, a functional
requirement in section 6.2.1 states that the portal needs to be included in a
customer web site. This would mean that also the customer web site would
have to be implemented with ASP.NET Web Forms because the pages are
processed on the server side and cannot be included inside a HTML page.
Angular and React are client-side JavaScript libraries which means that
applications developed with them are easier to include as a part of a web site.
A thesis [30] compares the maintainability and general differences between
Angular and React. The conclusion is that there are no significant differences
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in maintainability of the frameworks. In addition, Angular is more suitable
for large enterprise projects and React for smaller projects. The web portal
created for this thesis is a relatively small project and the intent is not to
create a whole enterprise web application using the framework of choice.
Furthermore, a study [29] found that React framework can load 2000
items in a second. This is the number of different Option Values that the
portal should support by scalability requirement in section 6.2.4, and the
page load time in performance requirement section 6.2.3.
In conclusion, we plan to use the React JavaScript library for implement-
ing the user interface.
7.1.2.2 User Interface Design
One requirement in section 6.2.1 is to have the portal included as a part the
customer’s website. A website design principle discussed in section 4.1 notes
to keep the UI consistent. This means that the customer should be able
to customize at least the font and colors used on the portal to match their
website. This can be achieved by using CSS mentioned in section 2.1. We
should define the areas where background colors can be changed and fonts
defined. The customer can then edit a separate CSS file where colors and
fonts are defined for those areas.
Navigation and layout of the page is something that the customer should
not need to worry about. Section 4.2 mentions that the navigation of a
website should be either top or left side. Primary navigation on customer
websites is usually top side. The web portal can be shown inside the cus-
tomer website so the navigation can be considered as secondary. Secondary
navigation can be on the left side or another row of horizontal menu on top
side. It can be difficult to match the look and feel of the primary navigation
with another menu row while keeping the site consistent. Therefore, the web
portal navigation should be left side.
It is also noted in section 4.2 that left side navigation is better if there are
many items and the item names can be long. The left side navigation should
contain the categories and option selections. A single category can contain
many option selections and the names can be long. The background color
of the selected item in navigation should change so the user knows which
category and option selection is currently selected.
The option values have an image related to each one of them and that
is the most important aspect the user wants to see. Therefore, the values
should be shown as an image gallery. The gallery should fill the rest of the
page on the right side of the navigation. It should show as many columns
and rows as possible while keeping the images large enough. The number of
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columns should depend on the size of the browser window.
Another website design principle in section 4.1 states that the navigation
should be kept to three clicks. Three click navigation can be achieved if first
click is selecting a category, second is selecting an option and the third click
is selecting a value as a favorite. The categories should be visible when the
page loads for the first time so that showing the categories does not consume
a click.
7.1.3 Security
There are two aspects in the security of the web portal to consider. There
is the aspect that how the user can be sure that their personal information
is safe. The other aspect is how a company can be sure that their data is
safe from competitors. These are the two security requirements mentioned in
section 6.2.5. This means that the API and the portal need to be secure from
unauthorized access. Access Control and methods for implementing it was
discussed in chapter 5. In addition, common security risks were discussed in
section 5.1.
Authentication for the customer portal will be done as a login with user-
name and password. Remembering yet another password is a burden for the
user. Therefore, it would be ideal to use single sign-on for the login that was
discussed in section 5.4. Many people have a Facebook or a Google account
so either one or both would be a popular choice to use for an OAuth 2 based
single sign-on.
After the login, a security token will be used to authenticate user so that
the user does not need to enter the username and password multiple times.
This token based authentication was reviewed in section 5.3. The token will
be tied to the customer. This means that a token authorizes a user to access
the data of a single customer.
The login API call will take the username and password as parameter
and it will return the security token. Rest of the API calls will require the
token to access them. As mentioned in section 5.2, HTTPS should be used
to keep the transmitted tokens and passwords safe from attackers. This will
keep the personal information of the customer safe if they can store their
password safely.
If we make sure that a single token can only access the data related to
a single customer, the scope of the data is narrow enough to be no use to
the competitors. An API call should only return the necessary subset of the
data and only the fields that can be shown to the customer.
This should take care of broken authentication, sensitive data exposure
and broken access control from the common security risks. Rest of the secu-
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rity risks that need to reviewed for this project are injection, XML external
entities, cross-site scripting and insecure deserialization. Security misconfigu-
ration, using components with known vulnerabilities and insufficient logging
and monitoring are part of the server maintenance that the administrator
should handle.
7.2 Software Implementation
The software implementation for this project can be divided into three parts:
server, Web API and user interface. It is clearer to explain the implementa-
tion from top to bottom and start from what the user sees and end with what
is happening under the hood. First, we will show what was implemented for
the user interface of the portal. Second, we will describe how the Web API
was implemented. Last, we will explain what changes were required to the
source code of the server and the ERP portal.
7.2.1 User Interface
When starting the Design Center Portal, the user can choose an existing
Wish List or create a new one. The options selected as a favorite are saved
to a Wish List Option record tied to the Wish List on which the user is
currently working.
As was planned in section 7.1.2.2, the page is divided in left side navi-
gation panel and main content on the right side. The proportion of the left
side menu compared to the right side main content is handled by a relative
length unit called em. Size of em [6] is relative to the font size where one em
is the height of font used in the element. This way the size of an element
increases as the user zooms in to increase the font size. If the left panel width
was defined with pixels, the width would be too small with larger text or too
large with smaller text. If the width was a percentage of the window width,
the menu panel width would be too large with larger window size and too
narrow with smaller window size.
A third party open source React module is used for the left side menu.
On the top of the left side pane is a horizontal menu opening downwards.
This menu shows the categories and it is already open when the page loads
for the first time. When hovering over a category, the background color in its
surrounding area changes. When the user clicks or taps a category, the menu
closes and a list of options for that category are shown below the category
menu. In addition, the text on the menu button that opens and closes the
menu changes to the name of the selected category. If the user hovers over or
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clicks the category menu button, it will open again, and the selected category
is shown with a different background color.
(a) Initially open menu. (b) Open menu after selecting Cabinets.
Figure 7.1: Left side menu.
We found out by testing that a good width for the left menu panel is 20
ems to fit most category and option names. If a category name is longer than
that, the menu will overflow to the main content. This is fine since the menu
is shown only temporarily. The option names will wrap onto the next line
because they are shown constantly.
List of options show a horizontal list of unique Option Menus for the
Option Selections in a category. This way the user does not need the select
a favorite choice multiple times from the same set of styles and color, for
example, the flooring choices might be the same for different bedrooms, foyer,
flex room and living room. Hovering over an Option Menu or selecting one
changes the background color of that option. Selecting an Option Menu
shows the available Option Value, style and color choices as a gallery on the
right-side panel.
Each choice has an image on the top and a name on the bottom. Name is
a combination of the Option Value name, style and color. If a style and color
choice does not have an image available, a missing image picture is shown
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instead of the choice image. Height of the name is set to be 2 em so it shows
two lines of text for the name.
Figure 7.2: Image showing Cabinet choices.
Because the name does not necessarily fit into two lines, the user can click
the choice to see the name fully, a full-size image and description about the
choice. This detailed view fills the whole main content panel. The user can
click it again to return to the gallery view.
The user interface is designed to work with desktop computers and mobile
devices as well as different sizes of viewport, i.e., the screen or the browser
window. The choice gallery shows different number of columns of images
based on the viewport width. A maximum of eight columns are shown when
the page width is larger than 1200 pixels. Four columns are shown when the
width is larger than 800 pixels and two columns when the width is larger
than 600 pixels. Just one column is shown when the width is smaller than
that. This way the images stay large enough to see them while still having
as many images as possible visible at the same time.
Top left corner of the choice has an image that can be clicked to select
the choice as a favorite. Selecting a favorite choice marks the selections
completed for the Option Menu in the list. Completed Option Menu has an
icon on the left side of the name. Once favorites are selected for each Option
Menu in a category, the category will be marked as completed with an icon
in the category menu. If some but not all Option Menus in a category are
completed, the category has an icon marking it partially completed.
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7.2.2 Web API
The login Web API call for the Customer Portal was implemented related to
another master’s thesis for our company [32]. The call takes username and
password for a customer as parameters and returns a security token. We can
use that token with the Web API calls of this project to authenticate the
user. The Customer is tied to that token so for each call we can get the Sales
Order for the Customer. As is described in section 6.1.4, The Sales Order
contains information which Community, Model and Sales Office options the
customer has selected. This information is needed to know which categories
and options are available for the user.
Four Web API calls are needed to get the information about the options
to show. First one is for fetching the categories. Second call gets the Option
Menus for a category. Third call retrieves Option Value, Style and Color
choices in the Option Menu. Fourth one gets the image for the choice. This
division of Web API calls was decided because this is also the information
that needs to be retrieved after each user interaction. In other words, after
a user selects a category or an option, new information needs to be loaded
based on that selection. The image fetching call is separated from the Option
Value call because loading of the images takes more time. The page appears
to load faster if the choice data is shown first and the images load afterwards
dynamically one by one.
The Category Web API call returns available categories for the customer.
The URI is /api/categories, and it returns an object with string type fields
OptionCategoryID and Name. No additional parameters are required since
the customer and related information can be fetched from the header security
token.
The Option Menu Web API call takes the selected OptionCategoryID as
a parameter and returns available Option Menus in that category. The URI
of the call is /api/categories/<OptionCategoryID>/options, for example,
/api/categories/CAB/options returns cabinet options. The Option Cate-
gory ID is unique in the database, so it can be used as a parameter in the
call. The returned object has fields OptionID and Name, both of which are
string type.
The Option Value Web API call returns available choices for the selected
OptionID parameter. The URI is /api/optionmenus/<OptionID>/choices,
for example, /api/optionmenus/CAB-STD/choices. The Option Menu ID is
unique for a Model. The calls handle Option Menus only from a single Model
since the calls are tied to a Customer who has already selected the Model for
the Home. Therefore, the Option Menu ID can be used as the parameter for
this call. The Web API call accepts string as the Option ID parameter, so it
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is easier to change later to something else if needed. The return object has
string type fields OptionID, OptionValueID, Name, Style and Color.
The image Web API call takes the OptionID, OptionValueID, Style and
Color as parameters and returns a jpeg image for that choice. If the image
does not exist, a HTTP status code 404 is returned instead. The call URI is
/api/optionmenus/<OptionID>/choices/<OptionValueID>~<Style>~<Color>,
for example, /api/optionmenus/CAB-STD/choices/cab-3~Avalon~Saddle for
level three saddle color Avalon style kitchen cabinet. The Style or Color
might be empty for some options. Then the call could be /api/optionmenus/
CAB-STD/choices/cab-1~~.
The operations to handle Wish Lists need seven new Web API calls.
Four are related to the Wish Lists. One is needed for fetching the existing
Wish Lists, the second one for creating a new Wish List, the third one for
changing its name and the fourth one for removing it. Three calls are needed
for the Wish List Options. One call is required for getting existing Wish List
Options, another one for updating a favorite choice to a Wish List Option
and the last one for removing a favorite choice.
As was discussed in section 3.4, multiple HTTP verbs should be used
to for different operations to the same resource instead of using multiple
URIs. Furthermore, HTTP Semantics and Content RFC [17] instructs us
on the use of HTTP verbs PUT, POST and DELETE. PUT should be used
create or replace a resource at a URI. If the client does not know what is the
URI of the resource to create, POST should be used instead to create that
resource. Then, the server can decide what is the URI of the new resource
and the response for the POST request will return that URI. That specific
URI can then be used to update a field in that resource with PUT or delete
the resource with DELETE. PUT and POST should have the fields to create
or update in the body of the request. DELETE requests should not have a
body.
The URI to get existing Wish Lists is /api/wishlists. The call returns
objects with fields WishListID and Name. To create a new Wish List a
POST request is send to the same URI /api/wishlists. Name of the new
Wish List is sent in the body of the request. Returned object contains the
new WishListID and the Name. The URI of the new Wish List is returned
in the Location header as /api/wishlists/<WishListID>. That URI can be
used in a PUT request to update the Name or DELETE request to remove
the Wish List. Body of the PUT request should contain the new Name.
Existing favorite choices for a Wish List can be fetched with a call to
URI /api/wishlists/<WishListID>/options. It returns a list objects with
fields OptionID, OptionValueID, Style and Color. A choice can be marked as
favorite with a PUT request to URI /api/wishlists/<WishListID>/options/
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<OptionID>. The body of the request should contain OptionValueID, Style
and Color for that choice in the Option Menu identified by the OptionID.
The same URI can be used to deselect a favorite choice with a DELETE
request.
All the objects returned by the Web API calls are in JSON format by
default. This way the objects are easy to handle in JavaScript. User of the
API can alter the request header to get the return value in XML format.
7.2.3 Server
Initial plan was to divide the fetching of the data into smaller chunks to save
time on the initial load. This turned out to be much more difficult tasks than
anticipated. Due to time constraints, we decided to use a cache instead.
New business objects to create for this project are Wish List and Wish
List Option. Wish Lists are tied to a customer and a sales order, and it has
a name that can be specified by the user. Wish List Option record is tied to
one Wish List and it defines the favorite Option Value, style and color for an
Option Menu. Wish List can have multiple Wish List Options.
The common security risks that need to be taken care of for this project
are injection, XML external entities, cross-site scripting and insecure deseri-
alization. Injection in the context of this project is specifically SQL injection.
This issue is solved in the SQL query adapter that is used by the system since
it uses parameterized queries. XML external entities is not an issue because
the portal uses Web API instead of web services and SOAP. Cross-site script-
ing attacks are handled by the React JS library. Insecure deserialization is
not an issue because the state of the portal is not serialized. In addition, the
parameters for the Web API are simple data types so they are not vulnerable.
Chapter 8
Results and Discussion
In this chapter we evaluate how well did the implementation of this project
succeed, discuss about it and how could it be improved in the future. First,
we evaluate the implementation and discuss about it. After that, we talk
about the future work related to this project.
8.1 Evaluation
This project is evaluated based on the requirements in section 6.2 and based
on tests about the speed of the Web API implementation. First, we compare
the implementation to the requirements. Second, we discuss about the tests
that were done.
8.1.1 Requirements
Almost all of the functional requirements in section 6.2.1 are met. The portal
shows available design center options and their choices. Options can be only
viewed by category. Grouping by location was not implemented since it was
not deemed necessary at this point. Favorite choices are saved in a Wish
List and each choice can have picture. The React JavaScript UI library
allows the web portal to be included in a web site of a home builder as was
described in section 7.1.2.1. To allow further customization, CSS can be used
to change the font, colors and certain images used. This was described in
section 7.1.2.2. As was planned in section 7.1.1, the Web API is easy to use
by home builders if they want create their own portals.
The usability requirement in section 6.2.2 stating that the options should
be shown in a table layout is fulfilled since the choices are shown as a gallery.
The scalability requirement in section 6.2.4 states that the portal should
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handle loading of 500 Option Selections and 2000 choices for a single Option
Value. During the development the Option Selections changed to Option
Menus to minimize duplicate choices. This requirement is tested in the next
section 8.1.2.
The security requirement in section 6.2.5 requires the personal informa-
tion of the customers and the data of the home builders are safe. The portal
was planned and implemented keeping the security in mind. This was dis-
cussed in planning section 7.1.3 and implementation section 7.2.3.
8.1.2 Tests
The performance requirement in section 6.2.3 requires that the initial page
load is less than ten seconds and the load after each user interaction is less
than a second. The user interface handles the loading quickly and the bot-
tleneck in this case is the Web API. It can be tested with a program called
Postman [34]. It can create HTTP request with different verbs, headers and
body. It shows what the result is and how long did it take to process. There
are also tests that can be created with it.
We tested loading of categories, options and choices with Web API calls
/api/categories, /api/categories/<OptionCategoryID>/options and /api/
optionmenus/<OptionID>/choices. The tests were carried out with data sets
from three different home builders. Let us call them home builders A, B and
C. Each call was run four times for each data set.
All the data sets are backups from environments that are used in pro-
duction. They contain actual data that home builders use to sell homes and
options to customers. Home builder A has just recently started using the
system. Builders B and C have used the system for a few years but the data
set of home builder C is not built optimally to support large amount of data.
The data set sizes and average load times of the tests are shown in the
results that are shown in table 8.1. Data sizes of categories and options is
the total number of those objects in the data set available for a model. The
data sizes of choices are the maximum number of choices found for an option
menu in the data set. The tests were run for that option menu and the
category in which the option menu is. The model was chosen so that it has
the option with the maximum number of choices and the maximum number
of other options available.
The data set sizes in table 8.1 show that they are not large enough to test
what was required in scalability requirement in section 6.2.4. Home builder
C has the largest number of options and choices that are 715 and 931. The
requirement is to handle 500 options and 2000 choices. The number of options
is enough to test the scalability but the number of choices is less than half of
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Table 8.1: Loading time tests with data sets from home builders A, B and
C.
A data
size
A load
time (ms)
B data
size
B load
time (ms)
C data
size
C load
time (ms)
Categories 16 539 19 2126 18 19339
Options 320 2127 404 3583 715 33030
Choices 134 2131 504 3602 931 32888
what was required. This is fine for now since there are not any bigger data
set being used but it might become an issue in the future. So, it should be
tested at some point.
Bigger issue is that none of the load times meet the page load performance
requirement in section 6.2.3. Even the smallest data set of home builder A
has page loads of more than two seconds for loading options or choices. The
initial page load of less than ten seconds is only an issue in the data set C.
Home builders A and B have the initial category page load time clearly less
than ten seconds. The category load time is less than the other load times for
all the data sets because it takes less time to process the option availabilities
on the server side. The option availabilities based on the selected options
needs to be processed for the options and choices but not for the categories.
The figure 8.1 shows how the page load time increases exponentially with
the data set size. This means that the current cache utility is not a viable
solution for this portal. How to improve the load time was not researched
for this thesis as it was not foreseen to become an issue for the portal. This
is discussed further in the future work section 8.2.
8.2 Future Work
We did not implement one functional requirement from section 6.2.1, namely,
grouping the options by location. This can be considered something to do
in the future. The sales configurator currently support grouping by location,
so this needs be implemented when the sales configurator will be replaced
by a web site as discussed in future requirements in section 6.2.6. That will
also need to show binary and quantity type Option Selections. Changing to
current Web API to support that should be easy. More changes are needed
to the UI but we selected React so that adding new parts to the UI should
be easy as well.
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Figure 8.1: A line chart showing load time of choices in relation to the number
of choices.
As is discussed in section 8.1.2, the page load times are not fast enough.
So, either the cache needs to be improved for the portal or the data needs to
be loaded in smaller sets. Improving the cache might be good enough since
it stores a lot of unnecessary data not needed for this portal. In addition,
the data set used to test this was not big enough so additional choices should
be created for the tests. This should be done when optimizing the cache to
make sure it works with bigger data sets.
Other future requirements were discussed in section 6.2.6. The current
Web API can be easily changed to support the future version of the sales
configurator and show all types of options. In addition, showing statistics
about favorite options should be easy since they are saved in the separate
Wish List Options table in the database. A report can be created from the
data in the table.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
The goal of this thesis is to implement a customer portal for home buyers to
select options for their homes. The first part of thesis consists of a literature
review about the technologies needed to implement the portal. The second
part entails implementation plan, implementation and evaluation.
The reviewed technologies are related to web application framework, ap-
plication programming interface, user interface design and security. The
reviewed frameworks are ASP.NET, Angular and React. In ASP.NET, the
web page is programmed in two parts. One file contains description about
the layout and the other contains the business logic written in C#. Angular
and React are client-side JavaScript libraries. They both offer methods for
updating the UI based on changes in the data.
The reviewed application programming interface technologies are SOAP,
Web Services, REST and Web API. Web Services are application function-
ality that can be accessed over the network. Web Services architecture can
be described by layers called discovery, description, packaging, transport and
network. SOAP is a data format used for the packaging layer. Web API is
an interface for accessing data using standard HTTP methods and headers.
REST is a commonly used architectural style for designing Web API.
User interface design tips and guidelines are given about website design,
navigation and page design. Security chapter reviews common security risks,
access control, token-based authentication and single sign-on.
In the implementation plan, we selected React from the frameworks for
the implementation because of its performance and suitability for small
projects. In addition, Web API is used as the application programming
interface due to its evolvability, flexibility, performance and ease of use.
The most useful user interface design guidelines for this project were that
the navigation should be kept to three clicks and the navigation should be
left or top side. Furthermore, a temporarily shown modal menu is efficient if
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there is a lot of information to show.
The security risks that are most related to this project are access control
vulnerabilities, SQL injection and cross-site scripting. Access control risks
can be reduced with single sign-on. SQL injection attacks can be prevented
by using parameterized queries. Cross-site scripting attacks can be countered
by a framework that handles them.
The issues encountered during the project were related to the performance
of the API. This is caused by the old implementation of how the underlying
data is fetched. However, optimizing it was not part of the project, and it
was not researched. Though, this is something that needs to be solved in the
future as customers start to use the portal.
Ultimately, the project succeeded well – the framework, the API, the
user interface design and the security risks were researched properly, and
they were useful in the planning and the implementation of the project.
Furthermore, React JavaScript library and Web API can be recommended
for anyone implementing a web portal. In addition, the aforementioned user
interface design and security guidelines can be useful for web application
development.
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